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Cover Story

It’s Time to Organize

by Andrea Jackson
We have begun a new year and it is time to organize our time management, ideas,
budgets and business.
In this article we will discuss Time Management, Ideas, Budgets and Business.
This will help you generate a business plan, marketing plan, new or updated
budget and go over your overall business.
Time Management
Set and accomplish your goals
Create priorities and establish realistic boundaries
Improve your concentration and efficiency
Break bad habits such as procrastination and indecision
Use online tools and software tools to help you manage your time
Ideas
Write your ideas down
Catalog your ideas, Realistic, Down the Line, Need Further Education etc.
Implement your ideas
Assess your personal strengths and recognize areas for improvement
Brain storm your ideas, get recommendations and feedback
Review Case Studies
Budgets
Go over last year’s budget and see where you need to add or take away from a
particular expense
If you are new, create a budget for the new year
Set aside emergency funds
Set aside money for health care and dental care
Use profit planning tools, break-even analysis and financial forecasting
Cash flow, where it comes from and where does it go
Understand the cost of capital
Make more informed decisions and save money
Reduce costly errors caused by misunderstood client requests
Set aside money for continuing education
Business
Control how your operation’s results are reported
Create weekly and monthly reports for your business
Create a mutually beneficial partnership with other virtual assistants
Maintain ongoing relationships with previous clients, virtual assistants and
potential clients
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Cover Story
continued...

Its Time To Organize

Create and maintain data bases for your list of clients
Contribute to your target niche
Getting organized and managing your business should be your first priority every
year. Going over your business plan, marketing plan and updating your income
forecast will help you understand your business better, keep you on track and
make your life easier as a business owner.
Andrea Jackson is the owner of Action Jackson Virtual Assistants,
The Virtual Entrepreneur and the Academy of Virtual Entrepreneurs. Each of our
websites are here to help you maximize your business growth and assist you in
your daily administrative and graphic design needs. Visit our sites today to see
how we can help you grow your business and your knowledge!

Andrea Jackson teaches the following courses at
www.aove.org
Virtual Bankruptcy Assistant 101
Real Estate Virtual Assistant 101
MS Office 2007 Publisher
Tips Booklets - Graphic Design & Layout 105
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We are here for you!
Working to assist your business
when you can’t!
Call today! 1-919-287-7232
Virtual Assistant,
Real Estate Virtual Assistant,
Virtual Bankruptcy Assistant
Visit our site today!
www.vickiofficesupport.net
Email us today!
vicki@vickiofficesupport.net
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How to Use Face-to-Face Networking to Grow
Your Business
By Kathleen Vargas
Even as virtual assistants, face-to-face networking can play a key role in growing
our businesses. Networking in-person with clients, potential clients, and fellow virtual assistants is necessary to grow and maintain a successful VA practice. Faceto-face interaction will always be an important aspect of life, including business,
because as humans we simply crave that social interaction with other human beings and the reassurance that there is a “real person” behind the technology.
Sometimes emails and phone calls don’t adequately portray the whole message we
are trying to send. We usually get most of our point across through email or
Skype, but we make more of a connection when we are there live and in-person.
In some instances we need to see the other person’s reactions and body language;
we need to make that personal connection. Meeting face-to-face can also instill in
your client (or potential client) a sense that you and your business can be trusted.
Your client will then have the confidence that you are indeed a “real person” and
have the ability to help them take care of their business. This is especially important to those clients who do business “the old fashioned way.” Many of them are
not computer literate and don’t necessarily want to be either.
By virtue of being virtual assistants, we tend to spend a majority of our time by
ourselves – no coworkers or colleagues to talk shop with during lunch or breaks.
This may leave some feeling isolated and alone. Forums like VAF (http://
www.virtualassistantforums.com/) are a good escape from those feelings of isolation and can even lead to in-person meet-ups and networking opportunities.
Brainstorming with peers can be a great way to develop new and exciting ideas for
growing your business. Additionally, business collaborations with other virtual assistants can benefit you providing work and referrals.
You can learn many new and interesting things meeting in-person with other virtual assistants or other small business owners that you just can’t absorb completely by emailing someone back and forth. Elevator speeches are a good example of this. It is extremely helpful to see and hear a skilled speaker give an elevator speech live in order to see their body language and mannerisms and to hear
their tone of voice, rate of speech, and inflection. Then when it’s your turn, the
instant feedback you get from presenting your elevator speech will help you tweak
it and make it an effective marketing tool.
There are many seminars, conferences, and other events that virtual assistants
can attend to learn new techniques and form partnerships with other virtual assistants. These events are important tools you can use to grow your business. Conferences like the ILVAC Conference (http://wahpforums.com/) are a great way to
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How to Use Face-to-Face Networking to Grow
Your Business continued….
network with other virtual assistants while furthering your education about the virtual assistant industry.
Whether meeting face-to-face with clients or fellow virtual assistants, the benefits
are numerous. By providing a face to go with your business persona, you give potential and existing clients an added feeling of security. When meeting with fellow
virtual assistants, you form important business alliances that will help support you
and your efforts. Even in the virtual world we live in, it is still very important to
participate in face-to-face networking whenever possible.
Kathleen Vargas is a Virtual Assistant and the owner of The Office Virtuoso. Kathleen has
been assisting senior-level management for over 15 years. To find out more about
Kathleen or how partnering with a Virtual Assistant can assist your business, visit
www.theofficevirtuoso.com/ or email Kathleen at kvargas@theofficevirtuoso.com.

Call
Today
www.theofficevirtuoso.com
You can put your trust in The Office Virtuoso.
In today's fast-paced business world, we provide prompt, professional service and exceptional quality.
We have over 15 years of administrative
support experience to rely upon.
Our unparalleled service,
competitive prices, and overall value are why
our loyal customers won't go anywhere else.

(708) 385-2920

Our Services:
Spreadsheet design
Word processing
Data entry
Transcription
Power Point
presentations
Correspondence
(personal or
business)
Copy proofreading
Editing
Contracts
Invoices

Internet research
Traditional
research
Calendar
management
Appointment
scheduling
Meeting
coordination
Reminder services
Travel
arrangements
Event planning

PO Box 471
Midlothian, IL 60445
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Assistant2YourSuccess
When You Don't Have the Time...I Do
As a busy professional your day is filled with tasks to do,
delegate or defer. Your resources may be limited but
that doesn't have to keep you from getting everything
done that you must get done. That is why Assistant 2
Your Success is here for you. When you don't have the
time …. call Assistant 2 Your Success.
Assistant 2 Your Success is a virtual assistant business
which assists businesses in getting tasks or projects
done, so that you can focus on the bigger picture —
Growing your business!

Diana Buchanan | 785.393.5562
diana@assistant2yoursuccess.com
VISIT US TODAY!!!
http://assistant2yoursuccess.com
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Book Review
“Creating Demand” by Gerardo V. Tabio & Sally
Beamer
by Diana Buchanan
The number one goal for businesses for the new-year is “to grow my business.”
Most business owners and managers have been taught that making goals is
SMART: specific, measurable, attainable, relevant and time-bound. With goals plus
action there is success. Once the goals have been written down, which is a must,
there leaves the big next step: action. Success can only happen if the goals list is
placed into motion. Too many entrepreneurs spend the bulk of their time placing
the pen to paper and too little time working the plan.
“Creating Demand” is a book that holds the entrepreneur’s hand with a “how-to”
outline of marketing their business for greater customer demand for services or
products. For those who love to brainstorm and make lists this book is filled with
tools to succeed. There are seven rules of brainstorming, four applications of the
creative process, how to turn wishes into objectives and creating a market analysis
and turning objectives into ideas for developing the service or product that customers want to purchase.
Not only is the reader shown how to create demand but (s)he is given a fictitious
company as it creates it’s marketing plan. From the moment the product is chosen
the question is asked, “Who is the target consumer for the product?”; how will the
customer benefit from the product? Even objectives and obstacles to bringing a
product/service to market is addressed.
This book is a valuable book on marketing. If your business goal is to grow your
business and increase your client base, this is the book to add to your library immediately. If you buy only one book this year on marketing, this book should be it.
In the preface the authors state that, “ideas are the new currency.” The consumer
is not waiting to be persuaded. With the explosion of media information the consumer is often overwhelmed with messages of product information, “the job of
creating demand for a given product or service comes down to this: coming up
with an idea that will get a target consumer to believe something about a product
or service or do something with that product or service.”
Make 2010 the year that your clients will believe that you are the best virtual assistant for them and may your business grow exponentially.
Review by Diana Buchanan, Assistant 2 Your Success
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Blogging Ethics or…. Do we have an
obligation to blog the whole truth and nothing but the truth?
by Gabrielle Owens
Recently an article was posted on a well known VA blogger’s website. She made a
point of only posting one side of the issue and not posting ALL the information
other posters tried to place on her website so that only her side looked true.
Any law abiding citizen will tell you that a half truth or omission of the whole truth
is a lie. Does this hold true for bloggers? Do we have the responsibility to tell the
whole truth even when it doesn’t suit our needs?
The following is a quote from ProBloggers:
Publish as fact only that which you believe to be true.
If material exists online, link to it when you reference it.
Publicly correct any misinformation.
Write each entry as if it could not be changed; add to, but do not rewrite or
delete, any entry.
Disclose any conflict of interest.
Note questionable and biased sources.
While the blogger referenced here may have believed #1 of this list, when she was
faced with the true facts of the matter, she chose not to post them in their entirety
– therefore she lied.
This is unconscionable and as VAs we must always strive to only post the whole
truth. We know when we are only given one side of a story that there is always
another side. If we are to have any credibility in this field, we must always post
the whole truth – not just what is convenient for us at the moment – not just what
makes us look good.
Being an ethical VA means we must be able to admit when we are wrong – if we
publicly misspeak about someone, we must correct our errors immediately, or we
look very foolish and unethical. The readers of our blogs are not stupid and will
read right through our “lies.” Always tell the whole truth and, if given half a truth,
try to find the other side before your post makes you look ignorant.
Gabrielle Owens, is a partner of Action Jackson Virtual Assistants,
The Virtual Entrepreneur and the Academy of Virtual Entrepreneurs. Each of our
websites are here to help you maximize your business growth and assist you in
your daily administrative and graphic design needs. Visit our sites today to see
how we can help you grow your business and your knowledge!
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There is no Crunch Time When You’re
Organized
by Cathryn Branch
Organization and time management are skills I feel are necessary in order to
become a virtual grant writer. They go hand in hand when you are ready to pull
together all of the elements of your research and turn them into a story.
Organization is more than just keeping physical things in their place, it also taking
your ideas and putting them where they need to be. Your organizational skills
don’t start after you begin your research -- it starts before. Here are some steps
to use that will be helpful in this process.
1. Separate each section of the grant (i.e. introduction, summary, methods).
2. Create an outline for each section of the grant.
3. Use index cards when gathering information. Put the section title on each
card and place the information for your proposal on the corresponding card.
4. Review the proposal and determine which cards can be used to cover specific points in the application and which you may be able to disregard.
5. Finally, number the cards according to the section that they match up with
in your outlines.
It can be very easy to lose sight of what you are trying to accomplish if you
haven’t thought it through from beginning to end. You will find that when you sit
down to pull all of your information together everything will be at your fingertips.
Organization is always easy when you have a plan. As the old saying goes, if we
fail to plan, we plan to fail.
The organization technique discussed above will certainly aid you in using your
time efficiently and effectively. You will find that the sections of the grant that
require the most time will be those that require research from reputable sources to
support your claim for funding. It is important to note that organizing the way I
have outlined above will be time consuming in the beginning; however, in the end
you will have created a winning proposal and maximized your time.
Cathryn Branch is the owner of Attentive Assistance, your virtual assistant who will
give you expertise in all areas of administration and grant writing. Our motto is
that our client's needs are of the utmost importance and we will gain your trust
and loyalty with our professionalism, attention to detail and dedication to help you
achieve your mission.
Cathryn Branch teaches the following courses at
http://www.aove.org: Virtual Grant Writer 101, 102, 103, 104
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Always looking out for
your best interest!
Contact us for more infor‐
mation and a free 30
minute consultation.
Who is Attentive Assistance?
Your virtual assistant who will give you expertise in all areas of
administration and grant writing. Take a closer look at our
services page for a more detailed list of the items you can
remove from your "to do" list. You will receive our
customized designed plan that will allow your small business
to reach it's maximum potential.
Our motto is that our client's needs are of the utmost
importance and we will gain your trust and loyalty with our
professionalism, attention to detail and dedication to help
you achieve your mission.

Attentive Assistance, LLC
Cathryn Branch | 813‐957‐6043
cathrynbranch@attentiveassistance.org
http://attentiveassistance.org
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Virtual Office Goddess: (vûr ch - l) (ô f s) (g d s)
A being of supernatural administrative powers and attributes of business acumen with a particular talent for
small enterprise support through virtual assistance.
Why hire a mere mortal when you have access to a Goddess?

VA TIP OF THE MONTH

Create your own mailing list. Check and see if your local library has access to the ReferenceUSA database.
You will need a library card but can often access this database online. The database allows you to filter your
search by options such as business type (yellow pages
heading, major industry group, etc.), Geography (metro
area, state, radius, etc.) Business Size (# of employees,
sales volume), Home-based, etc. You can download up
to 50 records at a time so by repeating your search criteria you could download the entire group of search results
based on your filters for a targeted mailing list.
The Virtual Office Goddess, LLC provides bookkeeping and
office support services to small and sole-proprietor businesses.
Visit us today at www.virtualofficegoddess.com or call us at
(303) 437-3712 and schedule a free consultation to discuss
how we can help.
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Year End Checklist
by Lily Chambers
Yep, it’s that time again! Below is a ‘down and dirty’
checklist for your year-end accounting activities.









Research and issue 1099s to your vendors
Verify and file your received 1099 forms
Calculate your final fiscal year tax deposit
Verify your available small business tax deductions
Organize your records for your tax accountant
Close out your end-of-year bookkeeping accounts
Archive your fiscal year accounting files
Create accounting files for the new year

If you are interested in
learning more about
setting up and managing
your small business
bookkeeping account, sign
up for my class at:
http://www.aove.org/
bookkeeping.html
Class Price: $75.00
The information and advice provided are for general information purposes only and
are not substitutes for legal counsel or financial services. The information provided
is accurate to the best of our knowledge, and we are not liable for any omissions
or incorrect information. It is the responsibility of the reader to verify any legal information with appropriate professionals. If you need specific or financial assistance, we recommend that you contact an attorney or accountant.
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Web Design Tips n Tricks
By Jules Burnell
Happy New Year everybody! I am so excited to be offering web design tips ‘n
tricks I’ve learned throughout my years as a web designer each month in TVE.
Let’s dive on in!
In the spirit of the New Year, I would like to share one little trick with two spins on
it to automatically change the copyright year in the footer of your pages using
JavaScript.
How To Setup Your Web Pages to Automatically Change to a New Copyright Year
Example 1:
This will update your year to the new year automatically when inserted on every
page where your copyright notice is located.
<div id=”copyright”>
<p> <a href="http://www.sunrisevirtualsolutions.com" target="_blank">SunRise
Virtual Solutions</a>, &copy;
<script language="JavaScript">
var d=new Date();
yr=d.getFullYear();
document.write(yr);
</script>
All Rights Reserved.</p>
</div>
And the result:
SunRise Virtual Solutions, © 2010 All Rights Reserved.
I used a div id (<div id=”copyright”> and ending </div>) and paragraph tags
(<p> and ending </p>) to surround the text so I can style the text output in my
CSS style sheet. Also by using a div, I can position this where I want it to be if I’m
not pleased with where it is…left on the page, right on the page, further down, or
up, etc.
Example 2:
If you use the year your business began, and the current year (two years), you
can use this JavaScript code:
Copyright &copy; 2009
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Web Design Tips n Tricks

continued….

<script language="JavaScript">
var d=new Date();
yr=d.getFullYear();
if (yr!=2009)
document.write("- "+yr);
</script>.
And the result:
Copyright © 2009 – 2010.
Above, both instances of ‘2009’ need to be changed to the year you began your
business, and 2010 will increment automatically each year to the new year. (Note
that the text before and the period after the script are outside the script beginning
and ending tags in the above example.)
IN AN UPCOMING ISSUE OF TVE:
There is also what is called a “php include” or “SSI” (server side include) that will
do this by only changing one file – instead of using JavaScript. I prefer the php Include method because some folks don’t have JavaScript turned on. With the php
include method all instances on all pages that contain a short snippet of php code
will change the year.
EXTRA TIP: I actually use php includes in a different way quite often. By using a php include you can insert an entire footer, header, or any other
content that you want to update across multiple pages – with just
one little snippet of code. This is so nice because you only change one
file. Alas, that lil’ tip (or trick?) is for another Tip ‘n Trick article!
A Few Web Site Codes for Punctuation and Other Special Characters ©,™, &, etc.
Have you ever seen some strange looking “text” characters on some web sites?
This can be caused by the designer or site owner using a word processing program
like MS Word and copying their content to their site pages instead of using a text
editor like NotePad or WordPad, but it can also be caused by the misuse of keyboard keys for some punctuation and special characters. There is so much more I
could add to this section of Tips ‘n Tricks, but let’s suffice it to say that it is important to try to adhere to the World Wide Consortium (W3C) http://www.w3.org/
standards. I won’t bore you with more about that, LOL.
I’ve included a table with a short list of just some of these “special” codes, but first
a quick first painless step:
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Web Design Tips n Tricks

continued….

Insert the meta tag Unicode declaration after the <head> tag in the code
of your document and before the beginning <title> tag. Here is the Unicode
declaration: <meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html;
charset=UTF-8”> With that inserted in the head of your web page(s), it will
ensure that most special characters and punctuation display correctly.
You will notice in the table below that there are two codes you can use for most
symbols/characters or punctuation. In some instances the “Or this” codes
(last column) for most characters may provide better browser support. So, if you
notice a character not looking as it should, use the “Or this” variation instead.
Note: all the codes start with the ampersand ‘&’ and end with a semi-colon ‘;’.
Description
Ampersand
Copyright
Trademark
Degree sign
Cent sign
Pound sign
Euro sign
Left Double Quote
Right Double
Quote
Small Bullet
Em Dash
Non-Breaking
Space
Right-pointing
double angle quotation mark
Leftwards arrow
Leftwards double
arrow
Rightwards arrow
Rightwards double
arrow
Upwards arrow
Downwards arrow

Symbol or
Character
&
©
™
°
¢
£
€
“
”

Use this

Or this

&amp;
&copy;
&trade;
&deg;
&cent;
&pound;
&euro;
&ldquo;
&rdquo;

&#38;
&#169;
&#8482;
&#176;
&#162;
&#163;
&#8364;
&#147;
&#148;

&mdash;
&nbsp;

&#149;
&#151;
&#160;

&raquo;

&#187;

←
֚

&larr;
&lArr;

&#8592;
&#8656;

→
֜

&rarr;
&rArr;

&#8594;
&#8658;

↑
↓

&uarr;
&darr;

&#8593;
&#8595;

•
(long dash)
(used to insert
“invisible” space(s)
– not line breaks)
»

That’s it for now! I look forward to seeing you next month with more Tips ‘n
Tricks!
Jules is the owner of SVS and offers a convenient “one-stop-shop” for Web Design, Accounting/Bookkeeping, Office Administrative, and Transcription services. Jules brings over
20 years of experience and education to the table to ensure you receive the quality and
professional services you deserve. www.sunrisevirtualsolutions.com
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HAVE OFFICE, WILL TRAVEL…VIRTUALLY!
Sunrise Virtual Solutions is an off-site,
Virtual Assistance, independent contractor company.
I work from my fully equipped office to yours, helping
business owners and others with administrative tasks,
bookkeeping, web design, and transcription services.
With over 20 years of diversified experience and
professional skills, I am well qualified to meet the
needs of business owners in almost every
non-managerial aspect of their businesses and offer
cost-effective assistance with non-managerial duties.
Open Monday through Friday:
9:00am - 5:00pm
(Extended hours and weekends available by appointment.)
Phone: 712-560-4083

Email:
jules@smunet.net
Website:
http://www.sunrisevirtualsolutions.com
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Article Promotion
by Bobbi Hunter
A great way to get the word out is to write about your particular business or your
client’s business. It really does not matter if you are a great writer or not. Your
passion, though, very much matters.
Write about a subject in which your audience will be interested. For example, if
you offer services in bookkeeping, write about bookkeeping techniques; tell readers why it is important to have a bookkeeper.
If you are writing for a client, do your homework. Do not begin writing without any
knowledge of the intended subject and research the subject well.
A good article will run between 400-800 words. Some feel 1,000 words are right
and others think that 400 are right. If you write only 300 to 350 words, your article will not have enough substance. In order to make the best decision on word
count, you will need to consider a few things:
1. The subject about which you are writing.
2. Posting sites - will the article only appear on your website, or be submitted
elsewhere? If so, what are the submission guidelines for their particular site?
They may require a certain word count.
3. Promotion only article - will the article be submitted for promotion of a business? Usually, if this is the case, the writer can decide the word count.
In order to write a great promotional article you need to make sure it is keyword
rich, making it Search Engine Optimized (SEO.) Most article directories have rules
about the keyword density. You will need to read each directory’s guidelines to see
how many keywords they allow.
If you put too many keywords in, the article will just look like a hyped up sales
pitch. Plus, search engines do not like keyword abuse.
Look up SEO friendly words. For example, under Virtual Bookkeeping Assistant the
following are some of the relevant keywords that came up:
 Virtual Bookkeeping
 Virtual Bookkeeper
 Virtual Assisting
 Virtual Assistant Bookkeeper
When writing an article, take a few words that are pertinent to your subject and do
a keyword search on each word. Then take a few of the keywords from each
search and place them throughout the article. This is the best way to create good
article promotion and marketing.
Send your article to as many submission sites and ezines as possible. Keep
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Article Promotion

continued...

writing. One article will not market your business, services, or website; article promotion and marketing is a continual process.
A little note about article structure: do not make your paragraphs longer than five
sentences because long paragraphs can bore your reader. Keep the paragraphs
short and crisp so they keep your reader’s attention.
Try using Google AdWords - Keyword Tool. You can find it here (https://
adwords.google.com/select/KeywordToolExternal). This a great tool for keyword
enrichment in order to increase your article’s marketability. The search engines
will more likely pick up the article if it is Search Engine Ready.
Great Sites for Article Submissions:
1. Article Base (www.articlesbase.com): The articles are run in Spanish, Chinese,
Portuguese, French, Russian, and of course English. Subjects range from advertising and business to food and relationships.
2. Article Directory (www.articledirectory.com): An article submission directory.
Submit articles and find free content for your ezine or website.
3. Ezine Articles (www.ezinearticles.com): Submit your articles for massive levels
of exposure.
4. Go Articles (www.goarticles.com): This is a free content search engine and article directory.
Read other submitted articles and post comments, always including your signature
with your website. Be sure and only leave positive comments. I love the saying, “If
you don’t have something nice to say, don’t say anything at all.” This proves well
when promoting yourself and your virtual assistant business.
You want to look professional and respectful of others. Readers who like your comments will want to visit your site. The more visitors to your site, the more clients
you may receive.
Include an ‘About the Author’ section. Sometimes sites have this set up where you
can put in your information and it will be included with your article, other sites do
not. If they do not, you will need to include this section at the end of your article.
It is a mini-bio, if you will.
Make sure to have the following information about yourself: your name, your specialty, and your website. People need to know where to find you and how to contact you. The following is an example of how it should read.
Bobbi Hunter is the owner of Hunter Virtual Assistant Services that specializes in
Business Administration, Article Writing & Promoting as well as teaching.
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Article Promotion

continued...

Bobbi is a well-published article writer with numerous articles for blogs, website
content and many ezines online. She also instructs at the Academy of Virtual
Entrepreneurs and teaches Virtual Writing Assistant 101 – Proofreading and Editing and Virtual Writing Assistant 103 – Article Writing and Promotion.
Bobbi has over 20 years of experience in various industries, including medical,
staffing, and online retail. Bobbi loves helping new and established businesses
reach their goals and productivity.

Bobbi Hunter, the owner of Hunter Virtual Assistant Services specializes in Business
Administration. Bobbi also loves Marketing and Human Resources. She has over 20 years of
experience in the staffing, medical, online business, and online retail industries.

Our Services
ADMINISTRATION:
Customer Service ~ Phones, Email, Skype, IM
Contract Processing
SOP Creation & Upkeep
Policy Creation & Upkeep
Spreadsheets
Procedure Creation & Upkeep
Edits & Proofreading of Articles, Thesis Papers,
Documents, SOP’s, Policies, Procedures,
Manuals, Contracts, etc.
Word Processing
Data Entry
Transcription
Light Bookkeeping
Invoicing
Accounts Payable
Accounts Receivable

MARKETING:
Blogging
Online Marketing ~ Email, Social Networking,
Newsletter Creation & Maintenance, Advertis‐
ing
Social Media/Network ~ Creation & Mainte‐
nance
Articles ~ Business, E‐commerce, Marketing,
Etc…
HUMAN RESOURCE:
HRIS ~ Creation, Entry & Maintenance
Job Description ~ Creation & Maintenance
Employee Relations
Cobra Letters
SOP ~ Creation & Maintenance
Policy & Procedures ~ Creation & Maintenance
Recruitment: Entry Level to Professional
Application & Resume Review

Visit us today!! http://huntervaservices.com
Email: bobbi@huntervaservices.com
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The 5 Step Plan
by Gabrielle Owens
This month I would like to discuss 5 easy steps to communicate from home more
effectively. As virtual business owners, we are at home and there are (at least in
my home) many distractions. The dogs have to be let in and out (in and out, in
and out). People stop by to tell me about their religions; kids stop by to sell me
candy I really shouldn’t be eating. I am sure you can all relate.
I try to incorporate the following steps in my day.
1. Make appointments
Make appointments for important telephone calls. By setting up a specific time,
you can be sure that your client or virtual team member(s) will be prepared and
more focused on the conversation. Like you, they may have done some prep work
beforehand to make the call more productive.
2. Stay focused in phone conferences
It's easy to stray when meetings get long, but keep multitasking to a minimum
during phone conferences. The other party can almost certainly hear that keyboard clicking while you respond to someone else's e-mail.
3. Attend virtual weekly team member meetings
If you work at home full-time, try to set up at least one weekly meeting to keep in
touch with others.
4. Stay online as much as possible
If you're not there, it's likely that people may think you're not working—even if
you're working more than 40 hours a week. Responding quickly to e-mail will help
remind people that you're still there and being productive.
5. Be assertive
Don't always wait for people to contact you. Ask for information if you don't feel
like you've received it. Persistence pays off.
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Subscribe to The Virtual Entrepreneur
About The Virtual Entrepreneur
Whether you are just starting out in your new virtual business
or you’re a veteran virtual entrepreneur you will benefit from
the TVE!
You will find helpful tips, tricks and how-to's as well up to date
articles written by VE's just like you! These articles will encompass all facets
of working virtually.
We are dedicated to helping promote, assist, and create new avenues for
your virtual needs.
If you are interested in submitting an article or want to advertise in our
EZINE please contact us!
Advertising Rates are as follows:
1/4 page - $25.00 per month
1/2 page - $50.00 per month
Full page - $75.00 per month
VA & VE Directory - $24.97 per year
Deadline for article submission is: The 3rd Monday of each month.
Deadline for advertisements is: The 3rd Monday of each month.
We hope you enjoy the TVE and if you do, please send us a note to be
included in an issue :)
Sincerely,
Andrea Jackson, Publisher

Sign up today to receive your copy of
The Virtual Entrepreneur!

Celebrating the Virtual Entrepreneur In You!
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The Twitter Workshop
By JoCarole Carpenter
Since this is the start of a new year, I thought I would mix it up a little bit and
deviate from the normal “Twitter Workshop” article. This month it’s all about Foursquare.
Foursquare – people are calling it the next Twitter
Find out for yourself what Foursquare is all about, how it stacks up to Twitter and
other social media sites. Below is a link to a video from Dennis Crowley, cofounder of Foursquare, who claims weekly growth is 20% in terms of active users.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bPtujpFHb_U
Below is more on Foursquare by the founder and CEO of Mashable, Pete Cashmere.
Next year's Twitter? It's Foursquare
By Pete Cashmore, Special to CNN
November 19, 2009 -- Updated 1818 GMT (0218 HKT)

Mashable's Pete Cashmore says he thinks location-based mobile startup Foursquare will be the Twitter of 2010.
STORY HIGHLIGHTS
 Pete Cashmore: Early adopters say Foursquare could be 2010's big socialmedia craze
 Foursquare is a location-based mobile startup that lets users share locations
with friends
 It's also a virtual game in which users earn badges for checking in at various
venues
The parallels with Twitter are numerous; the two services even share investors
Editor's note: Pete Cashmore is founder and CEO of Mashable, a popular blog
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The Twitter Workshop

continued….

about social media. He is writing a weekly column about social networking and tech for CNN.com.
London, England (CNN) -- As 2009 draws to a close, with Twitter undoubtedly
this year's media darling and Facebook continuing on its path to global domination, you may wonder which social-media service will become tech's poster boy in
2010.
Among the Web's early adopter set, the answer is nearly unanimous: Foursquare.
While the technology landscape is ever-changing, I'd argue that Foursquare
already has aligned itself to become next year's mainstream hit.
The Twitter connection
Birthed by the team that brought us the mobile social network Dodgeball (acquired
by Google in 2005 and later shuttered), the location-based mobile startup serves a
simple purpose: It lets an individual share his or her location with a group of
friends.
Foursquare ventures beyond utility, however: It's a virtual game in which participants earn badges for checking in at various locations; those that check in most
become a venue's "mayor." By all accounts, this mechanism is as addictive as
Twitter, Facebook or checking your e-mail on a BlackBerry.
Originally launched as an iPhone application and seeded by the young earlyadopter set in cities such as New York and San Francisco, the site's founders were
able to leap from a ready-made springboard: Twitter.
With users' "check-ins" being posted to the messaging service, Foursquare was
able to gain a foothold in much the same way YouTube built its lead from videos
embedded in MySpace pages.
The parallels with Twitter are numerous. As technology early adopter and popular
blogger Robert Scoble wrote (http://scobleizer.com/2009/09/19/foursquare-will-itbe-bigger-than-twitter/) in September: "Go back three years ago. Twitter was being used by the same crowd that is playing with Foursquare today."
The similarities don't stop there: Twitter first took hold at Austin's South By Southwest festival in 2007; Foursquare made its debut at SXSW 2009. Members of both
founding teams have previously built successful social startups; both those startups were sold to Google.
The two companies share investors, too: Union Square Ventures is a backer, while
Twitter inventor Jack Dorsey made an angel investment in Foursquare. Other notable investors include the founders of Digg and Delicious, and famed angel investor
Ron Conway. Union Square Ventures' Fred Wilson observed that Foursquare's first
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round financing was "among the most competitive early round financings I've seen in a long time."
Foursquare's power play: Platform for developers, retailers
This week Foursquare debuted the singular piece that launched Twitter into the
stratosphere: an API. This application programming interface allows third-party
developers to build anything they desire on top of Foursquare's location-based social network.
It's been shown time and again that once these ecosystems gain momentum, potential competitors face an arduous task. From Flickr to Google Maps to Twitter
and beyond, it's clear that early critical mass -- having enough users and applications to make a service invaluable -- sets the stage for a landslide victory.
Google's Android, entering the mobile platform wars long after the iPhone App
Store had served up a veritable smorgasbord of apps to its army of users, is evidence of the chicken-and-egg problem that arises for new competitors: What's the
incentive for users and developers to switch to a smaller, less visible platform once
a leader has emerged?
With the launch of its API, Foursquare looks set to capitalize on this "rich get
richer" phenomenon before others can make a play. Foursquare is doing more
than wooing users and developers, however: It's also courting local bars and restaurants.
"Foursquare for Businesses" is a platform for retailers wishing to offer special deals
to Foursquare users: Check in to frozen desert maker Tasti D-Lite at two venues in
New York, for instance, and you're eligible for a discount.
Competitors abound
Nonetheless, multiple players are vying for victory in the location-based services
market. Between Gowalla, Loopt, Brightkite and Google's Latitude, Foursquare will
by no means have an easy ride. While Gowalla debuted an early version at SXSW
2009 alongside Foursquare, both Loopt and Brightkite have a head start.
All of these services, I'd argue, lack the highly addictive game play that appears to
have Foursquare users hooked.
Google is undoubtedly the 800-pound gorilla, but the fastidiously numbers-driven
search engine has proven time and again that it cannot grasp social-networking
dynamics -- from Orkut to Friend Connect (its Facebook Connect competitor) to its
failure to turn Google Video into a YouTube competitor.
One company may unwittingly squash Foursquare in its infancy: Twitter itself. The
very service that propelled Foursquare to prominence is rapidly building out its location-based features, with a location API that directly challenges Foursquare.
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Twitter already has the critical mass of users and ecosystem of eager
developers. If it executes correctly, the service could leave Foursquare in the dust.
In Foursquare's favor: Young, fast-growing startups such as Twitter often find
their engineering teams overstretched simply trying to achieve scale. Twitter has
added less than a dozen new features since launch as preventing frequent downtime has become its greatest challenge.
Meanwhile, the overlap in investors means the Twitter-Foursquare relationship is
unlikely to turn sour. Foursquare may network its way to the top in 2010 or find
itself lost in an increasingly competitive landscape. Early adopters are betting on
the former.
© 2009 MASHABLE.com. All rights reserved.
JoCarole Carpenter, President of Shore Office Services. JoCarole is a
seasoned Virtual Assistant and entrepreneur with over 25 years of
experience in upper level management and administration. My specialty is providing solutions for solopreneurs.
www.shoreofficeservices.com.

Banner printing services at
PsPrint offer top-quality, largeformat digital printing. With lightening-fast turnaround times, including a one-day service, we can
get the product to the client in
time for any event. We offer two
premium vinyl banner materials, including high-grade 13-ounce white vinyl material with a matte finish and a top-quality 9-ounce white mesh vinyl material with
a rugged finish. Our fade-resistant inks stay bright and colorful all year round
with scratch resistant, high image quality and eco-friendly inks. Vinyl banners are
available in any size from 1-foot by 1-foot to 8-feet by 100-feet (0.5-foot increments) with traditional horizontal layout or attention-getting vertical layout. All
PsPrint banners are fully hemmed. Plus, you can choose from one of three custom
finish options. Visit us today!

How frequently should I follow up with my contacts? When first marketing to a lead or customer, it's all right to send them several sequential
emails. Remember, the average person needs to hear your message seven
times before they buy. Follow up regularly during the first year of contact.
After that you can include them in a less frequent campaign.
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Post Office Box 3326
Toms River , New Jersey
08757-3758

CONTACT US TODAY!

www.shoreofficeservices.com
We provide administrative, marketing, technology, transcription and
computer services.
Since technology is such an important part of business the world over,
I decided to include virtual services so I can help my clients no matter
where they are in the world.

Services:
Administrative | Coaching Services | Computer 101 | Computer
Services | Computer Software Management | Concierge Services
| Consumer Issues | Customer Service Data Base | Digital Files Going Paperless | Digital Services | eBay Listings & Sales
****And so much more****
http://www.shoreofficeservices.com

(732) 820-1391
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Your ABCs To Keeping Healthy in 2010
by JoCarole Carpenter
A Healthy VA is a Happy VA. Since we all know how important it is to stay fit
and healthy, this month’s article is all about keeping healthy.
A. 7 Deadly Habits You Need to Break Now
B. Medical Tests
C. 25 super foods to incorporate in your diet now
A. 7 Deadly Habits You Need to Break Now
http://www.doctoroz.com/videos/7-deadly-habits-you-need-break-now
7 Deadly Habits You Need to Break Now
We all make resolutions as that glittery ball falls in Times Square. We vow
to eat better, drink less, exercise more – and then we don’t follow through.
But it turns out there are smaller habits that are easier, and more important, to break. These 7 deadly sins are taking years off our lives and we
don’t even know it. Make this year the one in which you make 7 small
changes that can add a decade (yes, a decade) to your life.
Deadly habit 1: Not Stretching In The Morning
Moving your body and releasing stress first thing is critical to preparing for a
day where you are in control of your body.
Replacement: The 7-Minute Stretch
You can come up with your own or try out the routine (http://
www.doctoroz.com/videos/20-minutes-better-body) Dr. Oz does first thing
when he gets out of bed. It will center you for the day ahead and help you
focus on taking good care of yourself.
Deadly Habit 2: Not Eating Breakfast
If you don’t eat right when you wake up, your body senses a famine is coming and slows your metabolism to compensate. Then, when your body is
presented food later, it’s ravenous and wants to pack it in, leading to bingeing with a slow metabolism – a recipe for weight gain.
Replacement: Have A Small Breakfast Ready To Go
Dr. Oz ‘s Magical Breakfast Blaster (http://www.doctoroz.com/videos/
magical-breakfast-blaster) from YOU: On a Diet is a smoothie of blueberries, bananas, psyllium husks, flax, soy protein, and honey. The fiber in the
psyllium and flax helps regulate your metabolism throughout the day. Or try
peanut butter on whole wheat bread. It doesn’t have to be big, just a little
metabolic kick start.
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Deadly Habit 3: Running Late
Being perpetually late adds unnecessary stress to your life and takes control
away from you, giving it to the people you disappoint and to the clock. That
added stress, in turn, can lead to chronic inflammation and high blood pressure, which are linked to all kinds of diseases.
Replacement: Set Your Watch 5 Minutes Ahead
It’s a simple trick that will help you make appointments, get out of the rush
rut, and lower stress.
Deadly Habit 4: Mindless Eating
Hitting the vending machine at 3 o’clock in the afternoon, raiding the pantry
several times a day, eating through a bag of chips before we even realized
we’ve opened them. We’re all guilty of sometimes eating without thinking
about it. The problem is that often we are eating out of boredom, for a distraction, or to fill a hunger that can’t be met by food. And when we fill up on
junk food, we add unhealthy calories, gaining fat and stressing our liver.
Replacement: Mindful Eating
Everything we eat should nourish us, and the ability to focus on that will help
us all meet our goals of losing or maintaining weight. A simple solution is to
pre-plan meals, especially snacks. On Sunday night, pack a variety of healthy
snacks—12 almonds, one string cheese, 2 tablespoons of cranberries, 5 dark
chocolates, 18 mini pretzels—in individual plastic bags for the week ahead. At
3pm on any day, you can reach for a baggie and know you are giving your
body a good boost.
Deadly Habit 5: Becoming A Couch Potato
Flopping down in front of the TV at the end of a long day can feel good, but
it’s actually doing a world of hurt to your body. Your metabolism still needs a
workout as the evening draws to a close. Without it, your muscle turns to fat.
Every decade we increase our percentage of fat by 5%.
Replacement: Half Hour Of Movement
Do squats while you watch TV, play with the kids, rearrange the closet, take a
walk, do dishes, have a family dance party. Just figure out a way to get in a
half hour of movement after dinner to give your metabolism something to do.
Deadly Habit 6: Disconnecting
So many of us pull away from the people who support us at exactly the times
we need them most—when we’re going through a divorce, facing a financial
crisis, feeling bad about our bodies. Adding the stress of bottled up emotions
to already challenging times only leads to health problems down the road.
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Replacement: Connecting
Human beings provide a social web that holds us all up. So call your
mother, get back in touch with a college friend, make a plan to have coffee with an old work pal, send a thank you note to your high school
teacher. If you surround yourself with support, you can weather the bad
times with less stress and add years to your life.
Deadly Habit 7: Not Having A Bedtime
Kids have to be in bed at 8, but adults fill their evenings with TV, to-do
lists, chores and more, falling into bed at a different (and later) time each
night. That irregularity not only means fewer hours of sleep, but a lesser
quality of sleep, both of which are causes of weight gain and disease.
Replacement: Planning A Bedtime
All of us need 7 and a half hours of sleep nightly to maintain good health,
but sleeping well comes easy to few of us. It actually takes practice and
routine, and it’s one of the most important things you can do for yourself.
Count back 7 hours from when you wake up and make that your bedtime.
If it’s 10:30, then you should be heading to bed at 10pm.
B. Medical tests
http://www.oprah.com/article/health/wellnessandprevention/pkgnewyear/
solutions_tests
C. 25 super foods to incorporate in your diet now
http://www.oprah.com/slideshow/omagazine/pkgnewyear/201001-omagsuperfoods
JoCarole Carpenter, President of Shore Office Services. JoCarole is a
seasoned Virtual Assistant and entrepreneur with over 25 years of
experience in upper level management and administration. My specialty is providing solutions for solopreneurs. Courtesy of
www.shoreofficeservices.com. All rights reserved 2009.
Disclaimer:
The information in this article is solely my opinion only and as such, I hereby disclaim any
legal liabilities or responsibility for the content in this document and any video clips which
are embedded in same document, any inaccuracies, typographic errors, information that is
not correct in any shape, way or form. Anyone reading this document is doing so at their
own risk and assumes responsibility for same. I do not recommend any product or service
that may be part of this document. I am not dispensing any legal or professional advice,
nor am I prescribing any treatment or strategy. It is advised that you contact a professional for any computer technology problems or questions that you may have. Information
is only given for educational and/or entertainment purposes only.
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Press Release
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ILVAC GROUP TO HOST VIRTUAL ASSISTANT
EVENT
January 15, 2009 ~ Chicago, Illinois.
ILVAC (Illinois Virtual Assistants Connection) group is currently
organizing an exciting networking and education event to be held
April 9 & 10, 2010. The event will be held in the Chicago area at
the Crowne Plaza, Rosemont, IL. http://www.crowneplazaohare.com/
The purpose of this event is to provide a unique networking opportunity combined with an educational conference. This event
is for all virtual assistants; veterans, new virtual assistants and
those just thinking about becoming a virtual assistant. The event
will begin with a networking dinner with a speaker on April 9,
2010, and will continue with numerous educational session options on Saturday, April 10, 2010. Guest speakers will also be
featured throughout the day on Saturday.
ILVAC is a group of Illinois virtual assistants who share the mission to further educate and promote the virtual assistant industry in Illinois and virtually everywhere.
If you are a virtual assistant, or are interested in becoming one,
join us for this powerful event. To register, see the Events page
on the ILVAC website at - (http://wahpforums.com/
ilvacconference-registration). Be sure to register before January
27, 2010, to receive your 10% “Early Bird” discount!
###
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MICROSOFT EXCEL TIPS FOR BETTER
PRODUCTIVITY
by Prins Cowin
Microsoft Excel is a wonderfully powerful program with tremendous features. It
can be used in combination with other programs to increase its effectiveness and
functionality. Oftentimes, data can be extracted from other program’s databases
and exported into Excel to be used for other purposes including large mailings,
data analysis and an assortment of reports.
Nowadays, we can request lists of all sorts from distribution houses or various
sources, and hopefully the information is provided in an acceptable format. Many
of us have worked for companies or large corporations who have access to large in
-house databases and can pull information fairly easily from financial software,
permit tracking systems or human resource databases. Over the years, I’ve noticed that the information that is extracted is not always exported in the same format.
Once, I received a list for a project and all of the text was in capital letters.

Example 1
This would have been acceptable if I only needed the information for reference or
to display it on my computer monitor. In many cases, this type of format would
have fit my needs just fine. However, I needed it for a specific mail merge project. Not only did I want the data in proper case (first letter capitalized only), but
I also preferred to have it combined into one column.
Sure, if you only have 10 or 20 records on your list you could manually retype the
data fairly quickly. Yet, what if you have 500 or over 1,000 records? Just the
thought alone of retyping that many records makes my fingers ache. Forget about
retyping your data and begin using Microsoft Excel functions.
To combine and convert the text MICKEY MOUSE in columns A and B of our example to Mickey Mouse combined in column C, you can use the PROPER function.
This will convert the names to lowercase but leave the first letter capitalized.
In cell C2, enter =PROPER(A2&” “&B2). This will combine the text into one
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column and change it to proper case. Copy the formula down to the remaining
cells.

Example 2
In most cases, the names will be converted properly. An exception to this rule is
with names that contain an interior capitalized letter like McDonald’s or VanderHoek. After running the PROPER function, Excel will leave the D in McDonald’s
and the H in VanderHoek in lower case. You would then need to manually go back
and capitalize those letters. You can also convert lowercase text to all uppercase
by using the UPPER function, or convert uppercase text to all lowercase by using
the LOWER function in the same way.
Don’t be too quick to delete your column A and B yet, though. Since column C still
contains formulas, you’ll get a #REF error if you delete Columns A and B. You’ll
need to convert the formulas you just created in Column C to values. Let’s refer
back to the example.
I use Microsoft Excel 2007. To convert formulas to values, select the data in column C. Press Ctrl+C to copy the information to the clipboard. Then on the
Home tab in the Clipboard group, click the Paste dropdown arrow. Select
Paste Special. In the Paste Special window, select Values and then click OK.
Excel will convert the formulas to static values. You can now delete column A and
B without getting an error. (In prior versions of Excel, Paste Special is in the Edit
menu).
Regardless of what level of Excel user you are, it’s important to keep a desk reference manual nearby. In our fast-paced, ever-changing industry it is critical to
keep up-to-date with commonly used software. With each upgrade to Excel, Microsoft keeps adding new features and stronger capabilities. You can view online
free tutorials on the Microsoft website.
Prins Cowin CPS/CAP has spent over 20 years in the administrative professional
industry and is a certified Microsoft Office 2007 Master. She is the owner of King
Business Management LLC, which provides virtual office management and administrative services to small businesses. Begin receiving the royal treatment your
business deserves by visiting www.KingBusinessManagement.com!
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Providing your
company with the
top mailing lists!
Whether you are looking to grow your
customer base, improve your ROI, enhance your
team's direct marketing skills, or gain competitive
advantage, Top Mailing Lists helps you succeed
through its vast array of resources.

www.topmailinglists.net

TIP: Writing and submitting quality articles for inclusion in The
Virtual Entrepreneur can significantly boost highly pre-qualified
traffic to your website(s).
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10 Unconventional Blog Post Topics
by Jennifer Escalona
We all know that a blog is a must for creating an online brand, promoting your
unique message, and engaging with your clients and customers. But like taking
yucky medicine, sometimes just because we should do something doesn’t mean
we want to do it. It can be especially hard to blog when you’ve been blogging for a
while and covered all the basics like who you are, what you do, and how awesome
are your products and services. When that happens, it’s time to get your blogging
mojo back by walking on the wild side. Read on for 10 unconventional topics guaranteed to spice up your blog:










Tell A Story From Childhood – What better way to let your readers get to
know the real you than to show them what you were like in miniature? Write
about an incident in your past that made you what you are today. Include a
baby picture. Even the most hardened blog reader can’t resist a chubby
cheeked toddler.
Talk About The Future – You’ve given readers a little insight into your past,
now talk about your plans for the future, whether it’s where you see yourself in 5 years or your retirement plans on the far distant horizon. Take this
chance to set some business goals or speculate on what your business will
be like 10, 20 or even 30 years from now. Putting your goals out there for
the entire world to see (and hold you accountable) is a great motivator.
Tell A Secret – When Frank Warren started PostSecret.com, he handed out
a few blank postcards and encouraged people to write a secret they’d never
told on them, and then mail them to his address. Today, the PostSecret blog
has published thousands of secrets, and the power of disclosing intimacies
to millions of strangers on the internet through artistic postcards has even
prevented suicides. Take a cue from PostSecret.com and share something
your readers don’t know about you. Just remember you’re a business blog
and leave the Jerry Springer confessions out of it!
Take A Contrarian Stance – Does everybody in your industry love the newest shiny widget? Blog about how it could be the end of your profession as
you know it. Everybody in your hemisphere happy that the weather is finally
warming up? Write an ode to the cold. Sometimes taking a contrarian
stance can be great fun. If you don’t really believe what you’re writing, liberally sprinkle your post with humor and create a satire.
Don’t Blog At All… Podcast! – Surprise your readers with the sound of your
voice instead of another written blog post. To make a podcast, download
free software like PodProducer (http://PodProducer.net) or use some of the
basic sound editing software that comes with many computer operating systems. Just remember to slow down when speaking, refrain from saying
“um” and make your podcast just as interesting and informative as you
would your written post.
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Issue a Challenge (to Yourself) – Make a goal for your business and set the
deadline a month away. Goals could be to sign 2 new clients, to blog at
least 3 times a week, or to break last year’s sales record. Assign yourself a
silly punishment if you lose. (Perhaps you have to sing “Happy Birthday” to
your followers on your next podcast?) Some readers will encourage you toward your goal, and others will hang around just for the funny fallout should
you fail. Either way, when the stakes are high, people pay attention. Additionally, you have fodder for several blog posts as you work toward your
goal.
Answer Another Blogger’s Post – When you don’t have something to say,
maybe it’s because you aren’t talking to anybody. A blog post is like a long
monologue full of only your thoughts. Why not join in a conversation instead? Take another blogger’s post and answer it, argue with it, or add to it.
Argue With Yourself –Perhaps you thought Twitter was just a passing fad or
that the all-cupcake diet was the new surefire health trend of the 21st century. Link to one of your old posts and then update your stance on it. This
works best if you are a seasoned blogger with months or years of posts under your belt.
Conduct A Survey – Depending on what you do, ask readers of your blog or
clients of your company to take a quick online customer satisfaction survey,
then blog about the results. (Use a free survey service like SurveyMonkey.com or Zoomerang.com to easily create your survey and tabulate the
results.) Aside from providing great blog post material, a survey can help
you identify areas of weakness in your blogging or your company. Sometimes you never know until you ask.
Write A “For Dummies” Post – Even if you and all of your readers are veritable real estate appraising experts, a “Real Estate Appraising for Dummies”
post will benefit you in more ways than one. First off, it forces you to go
back to the basics in your industry and think of it from a newcomer’s point
of view, which will in turn remind you of the many blog topic ideas about
which you have yet to write. And your knowledgeable and patient explanation of real estate appraising might just attract the attention of new readers,
or better yet, new clients.

When you find yourself mired in a blogging rut, use one of these unconventional
ideas and blog outside the box. Your boring old blog would kiss you if it could.
Jennifer Escalona is the proprietor of Professional Writing Services by Jennifer Escalona. A former journalist, media researcher, and published short story author,
Jennifer spends her days helping small and medium sized businesses and nonprofits cement their brand in the public eye through captivating corporate blogs
and serious social media campaigns. When she isn’t boosting businesses, she also
ghostwrites and edits business and lifestyle books. Find out more about her services at http://www.jennescalona.com. “What do you want to say?”
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5 Microsoft Word Tips
by JoCarole Carpenter
Tip #1 How to create the below border
There are different ways you can create this border.
Do This
One is by typing 3 hyphens in a row and then hit ‘enter’.
How to remove it
Do This
Place your cursor above the border.
Locate ‘Borders and Shading’ (which is to the right side of ‘Font’ in the ‘Paragraph’ section in Word 2007, or under ‘Format - Borders & Shading’ in Word 2003)
Go to ‘Borders’ tab and then go to ‘Setting’.
Click the ‘None’ box.
Then click Ok and the border will disappear.
Tip #2 How to create the below double line
Do This
Type the equal sign === and hit ‘Enter’ and the double line appears.
How to remove it
Do This
The double line is now on your document.
To get rid of it, follow Tip #2.
Tip #3 How to add a ‘Watermark’ (background) image to your document
Do This

WATER
MARK

Office 2007
Click on ‘Page Layout’ tab in the top menu.
Click on ‘Watermark’.
Choose the type of ‘Watermark’ image you want, there are the following images:
Confidential, do not copy, and draft.
To add a custom image, click on ‘Custom Watermark’ at the bottom of the menu.
You can also remove a watermark here.
Office 2003*
On the Format menu, point to Background, and then click Printed Watermark.
In the Printed Watermark dialog box, click Text watermark.
In the Text box, type My Watermark.
In the Font box, click Century Gothic.
In the Size box, click Auto.
In the Color box, click Turquoise.
Click to select the Semitransparent check box (default setting).
Click the Diagonal option next to Layout.
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5 Microsoft Word Tips

continued….

Click OK. The watermark that you just created is visible on the document sheet.
* from (Microsoft Support)
Tip #4 How to add a ‘fancy’ page border to your document
If you make ‘custom’ certificates for clients (or just want to add a special border to a newsletter, flyer, etc.), it is quite easy in Word.
Do This
Locate ‘Page Borders’ (which is two icons to the right of ‘Watermark’ in the ‘Page Background’ section in Word 2007, or under ‘Format - Borders & Shading’ in Word 2003)
Click on ‘Box’
Click on ‘Art’
Pick a design you like then click Ok. Voila!
How to remove it
Do This
The page border is now on your document.
To get rid of it, follow Tip #2.
Tip #5 How to change the default format when saving a file in Office 2007
Do This
Click the ‘Office’ button located at the top left of the window.
Click ‘Word Options” on the bottom of the dialog box.
In the ‘Word Options’ dialog box, choose the ‘Save’ category from the list on the left.
Use the ‘Save’ files in this dialog box to choose the format you want Word 2007 to use
by ‘default.’
Choose ‘Word 97-2003 Document (*.doc).
After you have made the selection, click the ‘OK’ button.
Word 2007 will now use the ‘Word 97-2003 Document (*.doc) format by default and all
future documents that you save will be in this format (compatibility mode).

If you want more tips like these, click on
the below link for more information.
http://www.aove.org/jocarole.html
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Making Your Membership at Virtual Assistant
Forums WORK For You
by Tess Strand Alipour - Founder, Virtual Assistant Forums
Forums and online communities are the original social networks - participating in
the conversation and making the most of all that your free membership at Virtual Assistant
Forums has to offer is an important facet of your online networking and internet marketing
plan - IF you take advantage of the opportunity. Here are a few of the ways you can make
the time you spend at VAF WORK for you and your virtual assistance business:
Keep your audience in mind: You might think the only people reading your posts at VAF
are your fellow Virtual Assistants - but your potential clients are eavesdropping too! VAF
member Kena Roth of Virtually Assisting You [http://www.virtuallyassistingyou.com] is just
one example of a VA who was contacted (and contracted!) by a client who found her upbeat personality and informative responses at VAF to be just what he was looking for. Kena
says, "A recent client found me while searching for the perfect VA. After reading my posts
at VAF he followed a link to my website, and contacted me!"
With that in mind: share your expertise, be friendly and outgoing, and use the many forum
features to set yourself apart and shine as a leader. Everyone, even aspiring Virtual Assistants, can contribute - even if you don't know the answer to a question, utilize those impressive research skills and ‘Google it’ to see if you can shed some light on the topic. You'll
be helping out a fellow member, shining a spotlight on yourself for potential clients, and
you'll learn something new in the process too.
Save time using the forum search tools: The answer to your burning question may already be on VAF! Use the search features to see if there's an existing conversation on the
very topic you have in mind. There's a search bar at the top of the site that will allow you
to search the entire forum by keyword. There's also a 'Search this Forum' option inside
every topic section - to make it easy for you to find what you're looking for.
If you find an old thread that relates to your topic - that's OK! One of the best things about
forums is they are truly organic - old threads pop up all the time and discussions are revived as needed. Don't be shy about bringing an old thread back to life if it relates to your
questions or comments! Alternately, if you don't find what you're looking for - remember
that VAF is YOUR community - make yourself at home and post away!
Choose the best place to make your post: Taking the time to scan the topic sections
and decide where your post belongs BEFORE creating a new thread will ensure your post
receives high quality responses, and more of them. Posting a question about billable hours
in the marketing section only confuses the point you're trying to get across, and it makes
more work for your community admin.
Relatively, be aware of private sections on Virtual Assistant Forums. Areas like 'Client Relations Issues' and 'Talk' or 'News, Brags, and Inspiration' are all completely private - they
are not indexed by search engines and they are not viewable by non-members. We all
need to be able to rant, and celebrate, in private, so we've included carefully-thought-out
areas where you can experience your business growing pains (and joys) in privacy.
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Making Your Membership at Virtual Assistant
Forums WORK For You continued...
Establish yourself as an expert: You work with clients to take THEIR business to the
next level... but what about your OWN business? It's time to establish yourself as an expert. This is much easier than it sounds, and it doesn't require a silly badge for this or that
certification. What it takes is solid, working knowledge of your specialty, the ability to articulate that knowledge, and CONFIDENCE. Virtual Assistant Forums is one of the most important tools you can use to establish yourself as an expert because you're directly reaching two very important audiences: your peers, and your potential clients. According to Kim
LeRiche of JK Virtual Office Resources [http://www.jkvirtualoffice.com/] "Any Virtual Assistant can establish themselves as an expert by answering questions and posting useful resources related to their niche or specialty. The level of visibility among other VAs, or
anyone reading the forums, can be extremely valuable in promoting yourself and your
business. Potential clients and fellow VAs gain insight into how knowledgeable a VA is in a
particular specialty area from simply reading their contributions to the VAF community."
Here’s how to go from Everyday VA to Expert VA:
- Answer questions at VAF - show off your knowledge and skill in your particular niche by
writing thoughtful, resourceful answers to questions related to your specialty
- Share resources related to your niche - explain why and how a program, website, book,
event, etc. is beneficial or even crucial to your own practice and/or your clients
- Post your thoughts and opinions on news stories and events related to your specialty link to and paraphrase those stories to keep your response in context.
Get involved!: Virtual Assistant Forums is so much more than a message board. There
are activities and features to help you establish yourself as a reputable name in the industry while enhancing and fine-tuning your skills. Starting a Member Blog [http://
www.virtualassistantforums.com/blogs/] provides an opportunity to showcase your strong
points. VAF is highly optimized for the search engines as well, so your posts are certain
to draw interest if they're well-written and contain the information, answers, or resources people are searching for.
If you're not a writer, consider starting or joining a Group [http://
www.virtualassistantforums.com/groups/]. Is there a topic, skill, or industry you'd like to
be known as a leader in? Or do you just want to start a group for VAs in your area, or who
share similar interests and goals? This is your opportunity to run your own mini-forum at
VAF. If you prefer not to take on a leadership role, join an existing group that interests
you.
Members who take the lead at VAF by taking on high profile positions and producing highquality content report that their involvement has led to more business growth,
new clients, and recognition among fellow VAs. Tammi Metzler of The Write Associate
[http://www.writeassociate.com] says, "My involvement at VAF has increased my visibility
and credibility among peers, business associates, and potential clients. The majority of
traffic to my website comes from links within VAF. I've also been exposed to new business
opportunities through my participation in the community."
One of the most important things we do at VAF is help members develop and execute
great ideas! If you have an idea that you'd like to make happen at VAF let us know
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Making Your Membership at Virtual Assistant
Forums WORK For You continued...
[http://www.virtualassistantforums.com/sendmessage.php].
Brand EVERYTHING: Your VAF membership is an extension of your company brand and
message. When registering and setting up your profile, signature, avatar, blog, etc.
keep the following in mind.
- Like everything at VAF, member profiles are optimized for the search engines - using
your VA company name as your username will help with visibility online. If you prefer that
your company name not turn up in search results via VAF, you should choose a more
anonymous username. Because username changes and multiple accounts are not allowed,
username selection is an important decision.
- Make good use of your forum signature by linking back to your VA business site and/or
blog.
- Utilize images in your profile. Your avatar is the image that shows up next to every post
you make. Use a clear image of your face here so that fellow VAs and potential clients can
readily associate you with your posts. Your profile picture is the image that shows up inside
your VAF profile page - giving visitors a face and/or logo to make a connection with increases brand recognition.
- Give your VAF blog a smart title, set up the categories to reflect the professionalism of
your company, and draft posts that consistently echo your business philosophy.
- Branding is much more than a logo and tagline - your brand message should impact and
inform your forum posts. You're not just speaking for your business you're speaking AS
your business. Brand your posts by infusing them with your professionalism, your knowledge, your skill and your dedication.
Remain active: You are an important member of the Virtual Assistant Forums community! From the research and startup phase you've seen the benefit of participation in this
top-notch forum, but how important is it to remain active on the boards after you're established? There are many reasons ongoing participation at VAF is important, here are just a
few:
- Visibility among your peers - "Being an active member of VAF has directly resulted in referrals to potential clients from fellow members. I have also made referrals and subcontracted work to fellow VAF members. Each time, my decision to make a referral or subcontract to a specific VA has been based on my interaction with them on the forums." says
VAF member, Kim LeRiche
- Keeping up with the industry - the VA industry is experiencing growth, new trends, and
change on a regular basis. What better place to get the latest news and participate
in intelligent, lively conversation on those topics than VAF?
- Keeping up with your niche - your posts on the boards should reflect a current tap on the
pulse of your specialty. But if your last post is outdated, you and your company appear
outdated. Keep it current!
- Ongoing support and quality, current information - Serena Carcasole, an active VAF
member before she even had a name for her business who now runs a very successful
multi-VA practice, VBS On Demand [http://www.vbsondemand.com/], states, "When I began establishing my business, I was unsure of where to start and what direction to
take. VAF acted as my encyclopedia and bible. Now, as a well-established VA, the forums
are still indispensible to me. There has never been a time when my questions have
gone unanswered."
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Making Your Membership at Virtual Assistant
Forums WORK For You continued...
Virtual Assistant Forums is THE social networking and discussion forum for virtual assistants at all levels of business development where the only 'membership fee' is your participation! The forums are in place to give you all the support, information, and camaraderie
you need to make your VA biz happen in a big way, but it's up to you to take advantage of
all the community has to offer. Use the suggestions above to start making the most of
your community at Virtual Assistant Forums and put the original social network to work for
you! [http://www.virtualassistantforums.com].

The Academy of
Virtual Entrepreneurs

The AOVE is dedicated to providing virtual entrepreneurs with the
most up to date educational courses and resources available.
There are no membership fees and no hidden fees. There is a registration fee of $34.97. This fee includes your student handbook, AOVE
Entrance Exam, and your AOVE Certification Check List. The registration fee is a one time only fee. You can come back at anytime, 2
years, 3 years and never have to pay the registration fee again.
The AOVE offers affordable live training, video training and one-onone training in a friendly environment. This allows our students to learn at their own pace,
on live tele-seminars, one-on-one training,
video training or in groups.
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Save $$$ On Essential Software
by Mattie Stokes

There are thousands of Free Open Source and Freeware applications of varying
types and quality that can help a small business save money and stay productive.
User and Industry reviewers consider many to rival and even surpass expensive
software you pay hundreds of dollars to use.
Open Source basically means that the software's source code (original design) is
publicly available for anyone to use and/or modify. On the other hand, Freeware
software's source code is generally closed. Since most Freeware is copyrighted by
the author, it is important to check the license agreement to see if it grants permission for personal use only or both personal and commercial use.
Since there are so many Apps available and end-user needs vary so widely, I am
providing you with links to: 1) articles which rate and describe some of the toprated Free Software and 2) A listing of a few download sites that have lots of Free
Apps available. Note: Though the download sites certify their downloads are free
of Spyware, Virus and Adware; you should still scan with your own security software.
Articles
The Best Free Software of 2009 - Features by PC Magazine
A list of 173 free Apps—free software, for launching apps, networking, backup,
synchronization, entertainment, and more. http://www.pcmag.com/
article2/0,2817,2338803,00.asp
Open Source Windows (http://www.opensourcewindows.org/): A list of what the
author considers the best Open Source software for Windows. Open Source Mac
(http://www.opensourcemac.org/): A list of what the author considers the best
Open Source software for Mac.
Download Sites (Windows and Mac)
Snapfiles (http://snapfiles.com/): Freeware and Shareware only. Locate software
by category or a keyword search. For each result, you will see: 1) A detailed software description, screenshots and staff rating; 2) Cumulative and individual reviews and ratings by actual users; and 3) a popularity rating.
Download.com (http://download.cnet.com/): Features include user ratings and
download records to demonstrate how popular and useful each listing is after installation.
SourceForge (http://sourceforge.net/): This site has a huge library of Open
Source apps searchable by category, keyword, and system type. But be forewarned that the software available is at different stages of development. This site
also provides a community, tools and support for programmers and others to work
on and host their own projects.
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Save $$$ On Essential Software

continued...

Tucows (http://www.tucows.com/): Fast local downloads. Offers over 40,000
software titles through network of over 1000 partner sites.
FileHippo (http://filehippo.com/): Contains up-to-date and free software in several categories. Also features latest updates and most popular downloads.
Zdnet (http://downloads-zdnet.com.com/): Downloads offer a comprehensive,
searchable directory of software available for download, along with user ratings
and reviews.
Mattie Stokes is based in Atlanta, GA, and owner of Just In Time VA. Mattie leverages 25 years of management and administrative experience to provide operational support to solopreneurs and microbusinesses (1-5 staff). Mattie is also a
contributing author for The Virtual Entrepreneur. You may contact her at
mstokes@JustInTimeVA.com.

Just In Time! Virtual Assistance
... when time and money count!
Not enough hours in the day?
Wearing too many hats?

You need a VA! ...
A skilled independent entrepreneur who lets you spend
less time on non-billable tasks and more time marketing, creating products, and meeting with clients.
Contact us today!
Email: Info@JustInTimeVA.com
Visit our site for more information!
http://www.justintimeva.com
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Academy of Virtual Entrepreneurs

http://www.aove.org
Classes begin January 15, 2010
Click Here to register today!
The AOVE is dedicated to providing virtual entrepreneurs with the most up
to date educational courses and resources available in today's virtual world.
The AOVE offers affordable live training, video training and one-on-one
training in a friendly environment. This allows our students to learn at
their own pace, on live tele-seminars, one-on-one training, video training or
in groups.
Learn what you want to learn without hassles, hidden fees, and
membership fees.

COURSE OFFERINGS
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Bankruptcy
Bankruptcy
Bankruptcy
Bankruptcy
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-

Bookkeeping for Your Business

Calendar Management

Constant Contact

Time Management
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COURSE OFFERINGS
Social
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Virtual Authors Assistant 101
virtual Authors Assistant 102
Virtual Authors Assistant 103
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Tips
Tips
Tips
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Booklets
Booklets
Booklets
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Adobe
Adobe
Adobe
Adobe
Adobe

MS Office Word
Ms Office Access
MS Office Excel
MS Office Publisher
MS Office Power Point
MS Office Outlook
MS Office OneNote
E-Junkie Shopping Cart & Affiliate
Program
Accounting Workbook

To learn more about how AOVE can
help you, please visit our website at:

http://www.aove.org
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Photoshop
Illustrator
Dreamweaver
In-Design
Acrobat Pro 9
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Academy of Virtual Entrepreneurs

Meet the Instructors of the Academy of Virtual Entrepreneurs
Carol D'Annunzio, VA,
VAA

Lily Chambers, VA, VPA

Phyllis Jackson, NYPD,
VAI, MVAC

Rebecca Thompson, MS,
BS, CSMS, Master Certified
MS Office Specialist, VA

Cathryn Branch, MPA,
VA, CGW

Marian Harmon, CVA,
CPSA

Trena Stubbs, MS, BA,
MVAC, VA

Danielle Cuomo, MS, BA, VA,
CMS
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Academy of Virtual Entrepreneurs

Meet the Instructors of the Academy of Virtual Entrepreneurs
Diana Buchanan, BA,
VA

Bobbi Hunter, VA, VWA

Jules Burnell, VA, VWD

Andrea Jackson, VA,
REVA, VBA, MVAC

Andrea South, AA, VA, VWD,
VGD | Registrar

JoCarole Carpenter, VA,
CCT, CMT

Kristina Andaya, BA, VA

Paulette Ensign
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The Virtual Assistant Directory
Action Jackson Virtual Assistant /Andrea
Jackson | Las Cruces, NM 88001
Phone: 1-800-745-0742 Fax: 435-518-0747
Website: www.actionjacksonva.com
Email: andrea@actionjacksonva.com
Apex Virtual Assistance/Trena Stubbs
McDonough, GA 30253
Phone: 866-926-7362| Fax 770-406-2319
Email: support@apexassisting.com
Website: www.apexassisting.com

Uniquely40, LLC | Phyllis Jackson
Brooklyn, NY 11238 | Toll Free: 1-800-648-1093
Email: myofficeemail@uniquely40.com
Website: www.uniquely40.com
Virtual Writing and Communications/Mary H.
Ruth | Snow Camp, NC | Phone: 336-376-6757
Email: mary@writingVA.com
Website: http://www.writingVA.com

A-South Design/Andrea South
Phone: 575-636-2379
Website: http://asouthdesign.com/index.html
Email: andrea@asouthdesign.com
Offsite Office Professionals, LLC
Virginia McKinney | Petersburg, WV 26847
Email: virginia@offsiteofficepro.com
Fax: 505-212-2924
Website: www.offsiteofficepro.com
The Virtual Office Goddess LLC / Lily E.
Chambers | Phone: 303-437-3712 |
Boulder, Colorado
Website: www.virtualofficegoddess.com
Email: Lily@virtualofficegoddess.com
Shore Office Services/Jo-Carol Carpenter
Post Office Box 3326
Toms River , New Jersey 08757-3758
Phone: (732) 820-1391 Office (800) 403 2334
Website: www.shoreofficeservices.com
Email: info@shoreofficeservices.com
Target Stars/LaTosha Johnson
Website: http://www.targetstars.com/
Phone: 877.427.2261 | Fax: 740.422.2261
Email: targetstarsinfo@targetstars.com
The Office Virtuoso/Kathleen Vargas
PO Box 471, Midlothian, IL 60445
Phone: (708) 385-2920 | Fax: (708) 385-2920
Email: kvargas@theofficevirtuoso.com
Website: www.theofficevirtuoso.com
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The Virtual Entrepreneur Directory
All Source | Handbags and More
Email: thehandbagsource@hotmail.com
Website: www.allsource.weebly.com
All Source Webs | Web Hosting | Domain Names
& More! http://www.allsourcewebs.com
Top Mailing Lists | Helping you grow your
business! | Phone: 1-800-745-0742
Email: andrea@topmailinglists.net
Website: www.topmailinglists.net

To get listed in the VA & VE Directory Email:
advertise@tvemagazine.com
Calendar of Events
The ILVAC conference will be April 9 & 10, 2010.
The conference will be held in Chicago at the Crowne Plaza,
Rosemont, IL. (http://www.crowneplazaohare.com/)
The website to register is http://wahpforums.com/ and then click
on the "Events Registration" tab.

Registration begins: December 15, 2009
The Academy of
Virtual Entrepreneurs Link for registration:
http://www.aove.org/registration.html
Classes begin January 15, 2009
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ALL SOURCE WEBS

Our Business package is designed to match the online demands of both
individuals and small to medium-sized businesses. The plan's configuration allows for the creation and management of three separate web
sites and the registration of one FREE domain name. You will be able
to upgrade almost any of its features should you need more resources to
grow online.
The package creates all the necessary conditions for building both regular and more advanced web sites, offering a web design tool, a good
deal of pre-installed helpful scripts, full-featured e-mail services,
databases and much more.
No Contracts! | Instant account activation | Presale and After-sale
Support | Support Response Guarantee | Hour Uptime Guarantee
99.9 % | Daily Data Backup | 30 Day Money Back Guarantee
Free Account Set-up | Free Domain Name | Online Website Builder
| 1-click 30+ Free Scripts Installer | Video Tutorials | Online
Documentation

Just $48.00 Per Year
www.allsourcewebs.com

